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 Our modern day-built environment separates everything to reduce conflict and make us safe—it 

may instead do the opposite. 

 Since the second half of the 20th Century, we have designed towns and cities for safety in ways 

that often makes us less safe. Based on the idea that lives were saved and health was improved by sep-

arating out heavy industry (prior to environmental regulations), zoning laws isolated more and more 

uses throughout the 20th Century. We separate apartments from single homes, duplexes from triplexes, 

small stores from residential, and big stores from office buildings, etcetera. Schools are placed away 

from where people live, as are churches and town halls. The theory is that separation reduces the po-

tential for conflict. That may or may not be true, but it also reduces the day-to-day practice of working 

things out among individuals and groups. The more we separate, the more people seem afraid. I have 

been to a room packed with single-family dwellers who were terrified of the prospect of duplexes be-

ing built across the road, some distance from their homes. NIMBYism, which is making community 

building difficult all over, feeds on the idea that separation is normal. 

 A similar approach was adopted for street and road building—and thoroughfares form the structure 

of communities. Sometime in the last century we switched from the age-old practice of streets that 

intersect to those that channel traffic to control and reduce conflict. To get from one use to another you 

generally have to drive from local streets onto an arterial thoroughfare. Drive is the key word, because 

walking and bicycling are dangerous on fast-moving arterials. 

 At the same time, we built roads wider using the theory of “forgiving design,” which means that if 

a driver loses control they can correct that mistake without crashing into a tree or a lamppost. The 

problem is that “forgiving design” just makes people drive faster—and speed is deadly. This obsession 

with separation—of uses, building types, transportation modes, thoroughfares—is based on the idea 

that communities and humans are essentially fragile and are best treated like porcelain teacups. 

 On the contrary, studies by University of Connecticut and University of Colorado researchers have 

looked at cities laid out before and after this new community design philosophy took hold—essentially 

pre-1950 communities compared to post-1950 communities. It turns out that separation of uses and 

channeling traffic does not make us safer. Three times as many people die from traffic accidents in 

post-1950 cities. This method of community design also impacts health. The post-1950 communities 

experience higher obesity, heart disease, and other ailments—probably because people walk less and 

get less exercise as part of their daily routines. 

 Community design geared toward safetyism may have other impacts as well. Since about the 

1980s, parents have been reluctant to send their children out to play. Walking and biking to school has 

plummeted, and is now down at around 13 percent. Children at appropriate ages need to push their 

boundaries—such as going to the store, library, park, school, or the house of a friend without help 

from the parent. But if the community is not designed to be walkable, how can children do this? 

“safetyism” has many causes, yet communities are the physical places where we navigate our daily 

lives. Community design affects our habits and resilience. Safety is important—for everybody. Yet if 

humans are anti-fragile, then safety isn’t everything. If taken too far, it becomes harmful to both peo-

ple and communities. 

 Excerpts from an article by Robert Steuteville, editor of Public Square: A CNU Journal and senior 

communications adviser for the Congress for the New Urbanism. 

New building permits 

          City           33     
    County            29 

Subdivision plats 
    reviewed and recorded            9 

LOC sureties              $     5.1 M 

Cash sureties              $    968 K  
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